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% Noise Adaptive Particle Filter MATLAB implementation
% Parameters:
% Robot - structure containing data of robot pose and sensor readings 
at each time step
% Num_particles - number of particles to use for filtering
% Noise - artificial evolution standard deviation
function [output] = aug_filter_loop(robot, num_particles, noise)
    % Initialise particles and output arrays
    particles = [ zeros(num_particles,3) sqrt(10.0)*rand(num_particles
,1) ];
    output = zeros(length(robot.time),5);
    
    for k=1:length(robot.time)
        % Every 100 timesteps, output information on run
        if( mod(k,100) == 0 )
            fprintf(’Filtering loop %d with particles %d and noise %d\
n’,k, num_particles, noise);
        end
        
        % Initialise temporary array    
        new_particles = zeros(num_particles,4);
        % Extract encoder readings from robot time data structure
        encoder_steer = robot.time(k).encoders(1);
        encoder_speed = robot.time(k).encoders(2);
        for p=1:num_particles
            steer = encoder_steer + sqrt(0.02) * randn(1,1);
            speed = encoder_speed + sqrt(0.02) * randn(1,1);
            % Steering
            new_particles(p,3) = particles(p,3) + steer + (0.1 * rand(
1) - 0.05);
            % X
            new_particles(p,1) = particles(p,1) + speed * cosd( new_pa
rticles(p,3) ) + (0.01 * rand(1) - 0.005);
            % Y
            new_particles(p,2) = particles(p,2) + speed * sind( new_pa
rticles(p,3) ) + (0.01 * rand(1) - 0.005);
            % Propogate alpha and beta
            new_particles(p,4) = particles(p,4);
        end
        % Initialise particle weights and new particles array   
        a = zeros(num_particles*samples,1);
        temp_particles = zeros(num_particles*samples,4);
                      
        % Extract gps x, y and compass
        gps_pos_x = robot.time(k).gps(1);
        gps_pos_y = robot.time(k).gps(2);
        gps_pos_c = robot.time(k).gps(3);
    
        for p=1:num_particles
           % Extract particle
           particle = new_particles(p,:);
           % Add artificial evolution term to particle noise parameter
           particle(1,4) = particle(1,4) + normrnd(0,noise);
           sample = particle(1,4);
             
           % Calculate new particle weight
           a(p) = normpdf(particle(1,1) - gps_pos_x, 0.0, sample) * no
rmpdf(particle(1,2) - gps_pos_y, 0.0, sample) * normpdf(particle(1,3) 
- gps_pos_c, 0.0, 2.0);
               
           % Place particle in to new particles array
           temp_particles(p,:) = particle;
        end
           
        % Resample particles by particle weight
        new_particles = resample(temp_particles, a, num_particles);
        
        particles = new_particles;
   
        % diagnostics: calculate distance error     
        err_x = robot.time(k).pos(1) - mean(particles(:,1));
        err_y = robot.time(k).pos(2) - mean(particles(:,2));
        total_err = sqrt(err_x.^2 + err_y.^2);
        
        % add new particles to output array
        output(k,:) = [ mean(particles(:,1:4)) total_err ];








% Partially-Closed Filter MATLAB implementation
% Parameters:
% Robot - structure containing data of robot pose and sensor readings 
at each time step
% Num_particles - number of particles to use for filtering
% Samples - number of samples to take from noise parameter distributio
n (M)
% Forgetting - filter forgetting factor
function [output] = filter_loop(robot, num_particles, samples, forgett
ing)




    
    % Every 100 timesteps, print out status
    if( mod(k,100) == 0 )
        fprintf(’Filtering loop %d with particles %d and samples %d\n’
,k, num_particles, samples);
    end
    % Initialise temporary array
    new_particles = zeros(num_particles,5);
    
    % Extract encoder readings from robot time data structure
    encoder_steer = robot.time(k).encoders(1);
    encoder_speed = robot.time(k).encoders(2);
    % For each timestep, propogate the particles from time t-1 to time
 t
    % using the proposal distribution
    for p=1:num_particles
        steer = encoder_steer + sqrt(0.02) * randn(1,1);
        speed = encoder_speed + sqrt(0.02) * randn(1,1);
        % Steering
        new_particles(p,3) = particles(p,3) + steer + (0.1 * rand(1) -
 0.05);
        % X
        new_particles(p,1) = particles(p,1) + speed * cosd( new_partic
les(p,3) ) + (0.01 * rand(1) - 0.005);
        % Y
        new_particles(p,2) = particles(p,2) + speed * sind( new_partic
les(p,3) ) + (0.01 * rand(1) - 0.005);
        % Propogate alpha and beta
        new_particles(p,4) = particles(p,4);
        new_particles(p,5) = particles(p,5);
    end
    % Initialise particle weights
    a = zeros(num_particles,1);
        
    % Extract gps x, y and compass orientation
    gps_pos_x = robot.time(k).gps(1);
    gps_pos_y = robot.time(k).gps(2);
    gps_pos_c = robot.time(k).gps(3);
    % This loop can be parallelised with parfor
    for p=1:num_particles
         % Extract particle
         particle = new_particles(p,:);
         % Gamma distribution update step
         % Take average squared difference sum
         diff = (((particle(1,1) - gps_pos_x).^2) + (( particle(1,2) -
 gps_pos_y ).^2)) / 2;
         % Update alpha and beta distribution parameters
         particle(1,4) = forgetting * (particle(1,4) + 1);
         particle(1,5) = forgetting * (particle(1,5) + diff);
         % Generate samples for the noise variance
         for s=1:samples
             sample = 1 ./ gamrnd(particle(1,4), 1 ./ particle(1,5));
             a(p) = a(p) + (normpdf(particle(1,1) - gps_pos_x, 0.0, sa
mple) * normpdf(particle(1,2) - gps_pos_y, 0.0, sample) * normpdf(part
icle(1,3) - gps_pos_c, 0.0, 2.0));
         end
         a(p) = a(p) ./ samples;
         % a(p) will be the particle weight
         % place particle in new particles array
         new_particles(p,:) = particle;
    end
    % resample particles using particle weights
    new_particles = resample(new_particles, a, num_particles);
    
    % replace old particles with new updated particles
    particles = new_particles;
    % diagnostics: calculate error between mean particle position esti
mates
    err_x = robot.time(k).pos(1) - mean(particles(:,1));
    err_y = robot.time(k).pos(2) - mean(particles(:,2));
    
    % diagnostics: compute total distance error
    total_err = sqrt(err_x.^2 + err_y.^2);
    
    % diagnostics: compute 5% and 95% estimates for noise variance
    tmp_var = 1 ./ gaminv([0.05 0.95], mean(particles(:,4)), 1 ./ mean
(particles(:,5)));
    
    % diagnostics: calculate mean noise variance
    means = (particles(:,5) ./ particles(:,4));
    
    % place in output array
    output(k,:) = [ mean(particles(:,1:5)) tmp_var (mean(particles(:,5
)) / mean(particles(:,4))) total_err ];
end
end
